Quilt Maker Pro 16

Take the
Next Step
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User Friendly Design

Convenient Features

Solid Design and Construction

 rgonomic front handlebars
E
makes your transition to long
arm quilting a breeze. An
intuitive LCD touch screen
keeps stitch settings at your
fingertips. The open design
of the sewing head and front
handle bars provides a clear
line of sight at all times.
Keeping an eye on each stitch
of your quilt design has never
been so easy.

Sewists love the built-in
magnet bar feature to keep
scissors and pins within easy
reach. No more messy thread
nests to contend with; the
telescoping thread stand
allows for consistent thread
delivery and tension; no
matter the thread type.

Designed and built to last; the
cast aluminum sewing head
provides stability sewists
require when sewing at high
speeds. Backed by a 5 year
mechanical and electrical;
10 year casting warranty, the
QMP 16 will provide years of
worry free quilting.

Pro Frame 5

The compact 5' free-standing frame
with adjustable leg height has a
5' x 4' foot print that is perfect for
any small sewing studio space.
•C
 ompatible with both the QMP 16
and QMP 18 models
•E
 ffortlessly hoop your quilt with
the Hoop-Frame technology to
achieve seamless quilting
•E
 asy-assembly professional
grade system made from high
quality steel
• I nnovative clamp management
system for easy operation

Variable Stitching Control

With 2 Modes of Stitch Regulation
(Precision and Cruise), perfection
comes easy when operating at
speeds of up to 1,800 stitches per
minute on the QMP 16.
•W
 ith variable stitch control you
can quilt at your own speed and
comfort level to create perfect
stitches regardless of skill level

A Pro-Stitcher will take
your long arm quilting to
the next level. By adding
advanced robotics that
provide 500 built-in
designs, intuitive menu
controls and a large 12"
touch screen you will speed
up the quilt making process
with precision and ease.

Take the Next Step
The Quilt Maker Pro 16 provides all of the tools a sewist needs to
speed through the next quilting project with ease. Whether you
choose to free-motion or ruler your quilts, two dedicated modes of
stitch regulation (Precision and Cruise) deliver accurate stitching at
speeds from 4 to 18 stitches per minute. Intuitive interactive controls
on the LCD touch screen guide the creative process, ergonomic
handle bars with built-in controls provide the precision and plenty
of time saving features makes this a perfect choice for any creative
sewist looking to take the next step
on their quilting journey.

Optional Pro-Stitcher for QMP 16,
shown on the QMP 18.

Pro-Stitcher Features

Bright Led Lighting
Mounted directly above the needle, a
ring of LEDs clearly illuminates your
sewing area no matter the time of day,
providing the best visibility you need to
quilt with precision and accuracy.

• Large 12" touch screen
• 500 Built-in designs
•R
 esize, rotate, repeat
designs to fill areas

Versatile QMP 16 Options:

•C
 rop inside or outside the
defined area
• Customizable speeds
•E
 asy to understand menus
and controls allows for
precise positioning
and control
•C
 omputer guided quilting
to free motion quilting
•V
 iew designs at full size
before quilting
•M
 ark and record multiple
points for accurate stitchin-the-ditch quilting
•B
 uilt-in ruler tool for
measuring in any direction
•N
 o additional computer
needed to run software
•U
 SB port allows for easy
upload of new design

Rear Handle Bars with a Pantograph Laser Light
Bring your quilts to life with an optional rear mounted pantograph laser light
that will allow you to create seamless edge to edge designs for a professional
finish on all your quilting projects.

16" RULER BASE
ACCESSORY
The optional 16" Ruler Base provides
the needed stability when using rulers,
guides and templates - a must have
add on for the serious professional
looking to rule their quilts.

Product
Information

Quilt Maker Pro 18

Quilt Maker Pro 16

Machine Arm Length

18"

16"

Maximum Speed

2,200 SPM

1,800 SPM

Stitches Per Inch

4-22

4-18

Front and Rear

Front

Front Handlebars

X

X

Rear Handlebars

X

Optional

Optional

Optional

X

Optional

Digital LCD Touchscreen

Pro Stitcher
Pantograph Laser Light
LED Lighting

Front Handle Bars and Needle Ring

Stitch Regulation Modes



Needle Ring

Precision, Cruise and Manual

Precision, Cruise and Manual

X

X

1/2", 1", 2", 4"

1/2", 1", 2", 4"

X

X

Built-in

Built-in

Manual with Digital Display

Manual

X

X

Aluminum, Class M

Aluminum, Class M

Low Bobbin Sensor

X

X

Needle Stop Position Control

X

X

Easy Change Needle

X

X

Quick Change Foot Mount

X

X

High-Speed Rotary Hook

X

X

Timers

X

X

Built-in

Built-in

X

X

5 Year Mechanical and Electrical;
10 Year Casting

5 Year Mechanical and Electrical;
10 Year Casting

Pro Frame 12 - Adjustable (4', 8', 12')
with optional extension arms (6', 10')

X

X

Pro Frame 10 - Fixed 10'

X

X

Pro Frame 5 - Fixed 5'

X

X

Stitch Counter
Basting Stitch Options
Manual Speed Mode
Thread Stand
Easy Set Tension Control
Independent Bobbin Winder
Large Capacity Bobbin

Diagnostics
Cast Aluminum Sewing Head
Warranty

Pro Frames

QMP Options: EZ Ruler foot, Square foot, Glide
foot, Echo foot set, Couching foot set, Ruler base,
Horizontal spool pin

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:

Pro Frame Options: Casters, Under frame drawer,
Light bar kit, 24" Extension arms, Channel locks

QMP 16 - Open toe foot and Closed toe foot,
4 Bobbins, 20 Needles

Note: Some QMPro or Pro Frame options may not work with all models.
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QMP 18 - Open toe foot and Closed toe foot,
4 Bobbins, 20 Needles, Bungee, Cloth leaders

